DOCUBAHN
Digital rights management (DRM) is a systematic approach to copyright protection for digital media. The purpose
of DRM is to prevent unauthorized redistribution of digital media and restrict the ways consumers can copy content .In
Banking Industry this can play very vital role as the distribution of digital media will be totally controlled by DRM
Policies Print,View,Save Protection. The electronic document will be protected by hybrid encryption which can be
accessed using only User ID provided .The User can view only the document assigned to him only with DRM Policies
applied on it. In case the document gets leaked in any way it can be tracked since the document will be dynamically
watermarked with(IP, Date , Time, UserID).This Software is completely web based application which provides complete
reliability for Secure Distribution. The Viewer for the document is web based and the document can be opened on IE,
Mozilla, Opera with DRM policies applied on them.

The electronic document will be protected by hybrid encryption which can be accessed using only User ID provided.
The User can view only the document assigned to him only with DRM Policies applied on it. In case the document gets
leaked in any way it can be tracked since the document will be dynamically watermarked with(IP, Date , Time, UserID).
This Software is completely web based application which provides complete reliability for Secure Distribution of
Banking Documents.

STANDARD PROTECTION
Docubahn was used to protect Standards Distribution on CD-ROM’s and through intranet so that they can’t be further copied or distributed to any
person other than recipient.

VIRTUAL PRINT BLOCKING
Docubahn was used to secure printing of Secure Files on virtual printers such as Acrobat Added Scope was to disable complete USB based printing.

BILLING SECURITY FOR BANKS
A back to back seamless integration with customer portal such as a Bill generation software was done to generate secure documents with rights
management.

100% Workflow Capture and Protection Sensitive Documents
Docubhan is an Enterprise wide content Sharing system with Military Grade Encryption and Protection of Digital Rights for individual files and folders.

